Education

Cisco Meraki Use Case
Cisco Public

Mobile Device Management
the Smart Way
Imagine Campus Productivity with Apple and Cisco

As adoption of iOS devices in education grows rapidly, IT needs a
simple way to support new learning and teaching methods, to enable
large-scale deployments, and to ensure security and proper use.
Enter Cisco® Meraki® Systems Manager software. Schools and
universities love its simplicity, rapid feature delivery, education-specific
teacher’s assistant features, and advanced security controls.

And Systems Manager is already integrated with Cisco networks,
ensuring robust security and making it the best choice for mobile
device management (MDM)—especially since Apple and Cisco are
redefining business mobility with exclusive capabilities for iOS devices
running on Cisco networks.

CIPA Compliant*

* Systems Manager helps with the broader compliance effort your organization may need to undertake.
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Cisco Meraki Systems Manager Leads To:
Simplification

Better Education Experiences

Robust Security

• Easy-to-use, intuitive cloud dashboard

• Assign iOS devices based on class
schedules, topics, locations, or users.

• Restrict inappropriate or recreational
content for students and maintain
safe search compliance.*

• Automated device onboarding and
configuration, including app restrictions
and forced mandatory app installs

• Enable instructors to automatically
prepopulate iOS devices with learning materials.

• Central configuration of out-of-the-box
device settings for 1:1 and shared devices

• Allow teachers to lock devices so students
only access a single, class-relevant app.

• End-to-end network analytics and control

• Let teachers rapidly switch learning
tasks with app control.

• Rapid push for apps or custom notices
• Effective allocation of resources for testing
• Remote troubleshooting
• Full integration with Apple Volume Purchase
and Device Enrollment Programs
Get Started

• Give teachers screen control (their
own or the students’) while blocking
other iOS use in class.

• Control school-owned devices and accessed
content with identity-based policies.
• Track iOS devices across campus
for inventory management.
• Find lost or stolen devices with
integrated location data.
• Remotely erase some or all content from
missing or previously used devices.

today by visiting www.cisco.com/go/meraki.

8M+ Active Devices
Managed by Cisco
Meraki Systems Manager
Watch the video to see just how easy deployment is >

* This capability requires network integration into Cisco Meraki.
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